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Plane polarized electromagnetic radiation







Differences  in mechanism of Raman vs. IR





Classical theory of Raman Scattering

Electric field  Separation of charge centers


Causes an induced electric dipole moment
The molecule is polarized

= E

Where  is polarizability of the molecule



• The polarizability of many molecules depends upon the
orientation of the molecule relative to the applied field
(rotation) or to separation of the atoms in the molecule
(vibration).

• The polarizability is then anisotropic, i.e. depends upon
direction.

• The polarizability of the molecule in various directions is
conveniently represented by its polarizability ellipsoid.

• This is a three-dimensional surface whose distance from the
electric centre of the molecule is proportional to 1/√αi , where αi

is the polarizability along the line joining a point i on the
ellipsoid with the electric centre.













Selection Rules for Raman Spectroscopy

• Rotational Raman 

Polarizability of the molecule must be 
anisotropic – it must depend upon the 
orientation of the molecule.

Linear symmetric molecules such as CO2, O2, N2

do have rotational Raman spectra.

Spherical top molecules such as CH4, SF6 do not 
have rotational Raman spectra.



Rotational Raman Spectra of linear molecules















Vibrational Raman Spectroscopy

There should be change in polarizability
of the molecule.
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The vibrational term values are given by

The vibrational term values G(v) are modified in case of anharmonic
oscillator and are given by

Where      is the vibration wavenumber, which a classical oscillator 
would have for an infinitesimal displacement from equilibrium. The 
terms xe, ye, … are anharmonic constants. 

is the vibration wavenumber.

eν



When the molecule has both vibrational and rotational energy the
total term values S are given by the sum of the rotational term values
F(J) and the vibrational term values G(v).

S(v, J) = G(v) + F(J)    
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Neglecting the small centrifugal distortion constant 
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Rule of mutual exclusion



Infrared and Raman bands of HCN



Examples of spectral assignments


















